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INSTRUCTIONAL FOCUS CHART
Target Phonics Skills and Related Decodable Words: 
Final n-blends: -nd, -nk, -nt; other final blends: -ct, -ft, -mp, -pt; 
phonograms -ank, -ump, -unk

bonk, bump, bunk, crept, fact, Hank, hunt, Kent, lamp, pink, sand, soft, 
thank, think, wind, zonk

Spiral Review Focus and Related Decodable Words: 
Initial and final l-blends; initial r-blends; initial and final s-blends; 
phonograms -ack, -est, -ick

back, clap, click, crab, croc, drop, flash, flip, gasp, just, skip, smile, 
stop, tilt, west

New High-Frequency Words: 
*regular words (decodable); †irregular words
*end, *hand, *help, *jump, *left, *went

Story Words: 
hold, light, sky
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Hank said, “What did I just 
bump? Flip on the lamp, Kent.” 
Click! 

“It was the bunk!” said Hank. 
Hank got in his bunk, and Kent 
went to the top bunk. 

Kent and Hank like to jump.  
The sky is a soft pink.  
Light from the sun is dim.  
Dad called, “It is time to come in.” 
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“Is that the wind?” said Kent.  
Just then, a flash of light and  
a big clap made them jump!  
Click! The lamp went off.

“Help, it is too dim!”  
called Hank.

“I have a light,” said Kent. 
Click! 

“Thank you, that will help,”  
said Hank. “Can you tilt it  
at the bed?” 

“Come up to the top bunk,”  
said Kent. 

Click! Lights Off
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Hank said, “Make Crab run  
and skip on the sand!” 
Kent made Crab run and skip.  
This made Hank smile. 

Hank went up top.
“Hold this with that hand. Light 
can come from it,” said Kent. 

“Hank, shine the light on the wall.” 
Kent said, “Look! I made a crab 
with a hand.” 

Click! Lights Off
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Kent made a croc with  
his left hand. 
Croc crept up to Crab. 
Hank called, “Stop, Croc! Do not 
hunt Crab! It is not wise!” 

“I think Croc will get Crab!” 
Hank said, with a gasp. 

“I do not want to look!” 

Click! Lights Off
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“Look!” said Kent. “In fact,  
Croc will drop Crab.”  
Zonk! Bonk! Crab hit  
Croc and ran. 

Click! 
Then the lamp came back on.  
Hank said, “Flip off the big light!  
I do not want it to end. I want 
to make Croc and Crab!” 
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